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Abstract—This paper proposes a new feature selection method
that uses a backward elimination procedure similar to that implemented in support vector machine recursive feature elimination
(SVM-RFE). Unlike the SVM-RFE method, at each step, the proposed approach computes the feature ranking score from a statistical analysis of weight vectors of multiple linear SVMs trained on
subsamples of the original training data. We tested the proposed
method on four gene expression datasets for cancer classification.
The results show that the proposed feature selection method selects
better gene subsets than the original SVM-RFE and improves the
classification accuracy. A Gene Ontology-based similarity assessment indicates that the selected subsets are functionally diverse,
further validating our gene selection method. This investigation
also suggests that, for gene expression-based cancer classification,
average test error from multiple partitions of training and test sets
can be recommended as a reference of performance quality.
Index Terms—Cancer classification, feature selection, gene expression, gene ontology, semantic similarity, support vector machine recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE).

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY there has been an explosion in using gene expression phenotype for identification and classification in
a variety of diagnostic areas. However, nowadays, for most of
gene expression data for cancer classification, the number of
training samples is still very small compared to the large number
of genes involved in the experiments. When the number of genes
is significantly greater than the number of samples, it is possible to find both random and biologically relevant correlations
of gene behavior with the sample categories. To protect against
spurious results, identifying a smallest possible but most informative subset of genes is the goal of gene selection. This is an
important machine learning problem, which is referred to as feature selection [1], [2]. In addition, a small subset of genes is
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also desirable in developing gene expression-based diagnostic
tools. However, the small number of training samples and a large
number of genes make gene selection a more relevant and challenging problem in gene expression-based cancer classification.
Traditional statistical methods for clustering and classification have been extensively used for gene selection [3]–[6].
Support vector machines (SVMs) [7], [8] also have been
widely used for solving classification problems. In [9], linear
SVMs are used in a backward elimination procedure for gene
selection, and the selection procedure is therein referred to as
SVM recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE). Compared
with other feature selection methods, SVM-RFE is a scalable,
efficient wrappers method. Further information about other
feature selection methods can be found in [10].
In this paper, we present a new gene selection method
that uses a backward elimination procedure similar to that of
SVM-RFE [9], but which, at each step, computes the ranking
scores from a statistical analysis of the weight vectors of
multiple linear SVMs trained on subsamples of the original
training data by resampling. Correspondingly, a new feature
ranking criterion is proposed. This method is tested on cancer
classification tasks based on gene expression data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we review the SVM-RFE method; in Section III, we
review cross-validation (CV) performance estimation and describe the new gene selection method, which will be referred
to as MSVM-RFE; in Section IV, MSVM-RFE and SVM-RFE
are compared and evaluated with numerical experiments on four
gene expression data for cancer classification; in Section V, we
analyze the experiment results and conclude the paper.
II. SVM-RFE FEATURE SELECTION
SVM-RFE feature selection method was proposed in [9] to
conduct gene selection for cancer classification. Nested subsets
of features are selected in a sequential backward elimination
manner, which starts with all the feature variables and removes
one feature variable at a time. At each step, the coefficients of
the weight vector of a linear SVM are used to compute the
feature ranking score. The feature—say, the th feature—with
the smallest ranking score
is eliminated, where
represents the corresponding component in the weight vector .
as the ranking criterion corresponds to
Using
removing the feature whose removal changes the objective
function the least. This objective function is chosen to be
in SVM-RFE. This is explained by the
Optimal Brain Damage (OBD) algorithm [11], which approximates the change in objective function caused by removing
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a given feature by expanding the objective function in Taylor
series to second order
(1)
At the optimum of , the first-order term can be neglected and
, (1) becomes
with
(2)
corresponds to removing the th feature.
Another explanation for using
as the ranking criterion
is from the sensitivity analysis of the objective function
with respect to a variable. To compute the gradient,
a virtual scaling factor is introduced into the kernel function
[12] and
becomes
. For a linear SVM
), using the fact
(with a linear kernel function
, the sensitivity can be computed as
that

The recursive elimination procedure of SVM-RFE is implemented as follows:
= [ ]; selected fea-

1)

Start: ranked feature set
ture subset S = [1; . . . ; d];

2)

Repeat until all features are ranked:

3)

R

a)

Train a linear SVM with features in set
as input variables;

b)
c)
d)

Compute the weight vector;
Compute the ranking scores for features in
set S : c = (w ) ;
Find the feature with the smallest ranking

e)

score: e = arg min
Update: R = [e; R],

c
S

;
=

S

Output: Ranked feature list

S

0 [ ];
e

R

.

Due to computing efficiency reasons, the algorithm can be
generalized to remove more than one feature per step [9]. However, the removal of several features at a time may degrade the
performance of the feature selection method.
III. MSVM-RFE
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each time leaving out one of the subsets from training, but using
only the omitted subset to compute whatever error criterion. The
average error from times of training and testing gives an estimate of the generalization error. A variant of this algorithm
is known as “leave-one-out” (LOO) CV, in which equals the
sample size and one sample is left out in each training-test experiment. To reduce variability of CV estimate, -fold CV may
be run multiple times and an average of the estimates can be
computed.
B. MSVM-RFE
Many feature selection methods are sensitive to small perturbations of the experimental conditions, as discussed in [10]. If
the data have redundant variables, different subsets of variables
with identical predictive power may be obtained according to
initial conditions of the algorithm and the removal or addition
of a few variables or training samples. One way to stabilize a
feature selection method is to repeat the selection procedure on
several subsamples from bootstrap resampling of training data.
Bootstrap sampling samples the data uniformly with replacement, which results in a subsample of the original data. The
final feature subset can be the union of variables selected by
various repetitions on bootstrap subsamples, or can be decided
by analyzing the behavior of variables being selected in variant
bootstrap repetitions of the selection procedure.
The bootstrap stabilization idea can be applied to SVM-RFE.
However, instead of applying this idea on SVM-RFE as a whole,
we may apply it on each step of the recursive procedure of SVMRFE. At each step of the SVM-RFE procedure, we train multiple
linear SVMs on subsamples of training data and compute the
, which
feature ranking scores from statistical analysis of
is the feature ranking score of SVM-RFE. The subsamples can
be obtained by bootstrap resampling of the training data, or by
other resampling methods, such as -fold CV.
Suppose that we have linear SVMs trained on different subbe the weight vector of
samples of original training data. Let
the th linear SVMs and
be the corresponding weight value
. We can comassociated with the th feature; let
pute the feature ranking score with the following criterion:
(3)
where

and

are mean and standard deviation of variable
(4)

In this section, we will review the CV techniques and describe
the new feature selection method, MSVM-RFE.
A. CV
CV [13] is basically a method for estimating predictive generalization error based on resampling. The resulting estimate
of generalization error is often used for model selection by
choosing the model that has the smallest estimated generalization error.
CV has many variants; in -fold CV, the data samples are
randomly split into mutually exclusive subsets (or folds) of
approximately equal size. A learning model is trained times,

(5)
Before computing the ranking score for each feature, it is important to normalize the weight vectors
(6)
We refer to this new feature selection method as MSVM-RFE,
where MSVM stands for multiple SVMs.
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Thus, the recursive procedure of MSVM-RFE can be described as follows:
1)

Start: ranked feature set
subset S = [1; . . . ; d];

2)

Repeat until all features are ranked:
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
3)

R

=

[

]

TABLE I
SIZES OF TRAINING AND TEST SETS, NUMBER OF FEATURES, OF THE FOUR
GENE EXPRESSION DATASETS

; selected

Train t linear SVMs on subsamples of the
original training data, with features in
set S as input variables;
Compute and normalize the weight vectors;
Compute the ranking scores c for features
in S using (3);
Find the feature with the smallest ranking
score: e = arg min c ;
Update:

R = [e; R]

,

S = S

Output: Ranked feature list

0

R

[e]

;

.

As in SVM-RFE, we can eliminate several feature variables
per step for computation efficiency at the risk of possible performance degradation. Also note that in order to use SVM-RFE
and MSVM-RFE, it is important to normalize the values of each
feature variable across the samples. The proposed MSVM-RFE
is computationally more expensive than SVM-RFE. However,
as feature selection is a prestep for building a good classifier, it
is worthwhile to go through a computationally more expensive
way if a better feature subset can be selected.
In our numerical study, -fold CV will be chosen as the resampling method. Multiple linear SVMs will be obtained from
multiple runs of -fold CV. The results reported in this paper
and
. Thus, at each step of
were obtained with
linear SVMs.
MSVM-RFE, altogether we will have
Theoretically, within the allowance of computation cost,
should be as large as possible. Multiple runs of fivefold or
tenfold CV are often used for estimation of generalization error.
Although the recursive procedure of SVM-RFE and
MSVM-RFE produces nested feature subsets, it does not
tell us which is the best subset. If multiple runs of -fold CV
give a good estimate of the generalization error, we may be able
to decide the best feature subset on the basis of this estimate
within the recursive procedure of MSVM-RFE itself. This is
also the reason why we choose -fold CV as the resampling
method for MSVM-RFE.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A. Experiment Settings
We evaluate SVM-RFE and MSVM-RFE on four gene
expression datasets: Breast Cancer (Breast), Colon Tumor
(Colon), ALL-AML Leukemia (Leukemia), and Lung Cancer
(Lung). We obtained the datasets from [14]. We use the same
training and test data reported in the previous studies, without
changing the sample sizes, so that our results can be objectively
compared with earlier methods. Table I summarizes some basic
information about the datasets, including the number of training
and test samples. More detailed information about the datasets
can be found from [14] and the references therein.
SVMs have two very important hyperparameters, the kernel
function and the regularization parameter . For good performance, these parameters must be chosen carefully [15]. In our

study, linear SVMs are used, and we have only the parameter
to tune. The values for these linear SVMs, either in performance validation or in the recursive feature selection procedures
of SVM-RFE and MSVM-RFE, on all datasets, are chosen from
2
2
on the basis of classificathe finite set 2
tion performance estimate by tenfold CV. In MSVM-RFE, for
each recursive step, the 100 linear SVMs from 20 runs of fivefold CV use the same value that is determined beforehand by
a tenfold CV search procedure as just described.
To speed up the feature selection in the numerical experiments on both SVM-RFE and MSVM-RFE, we eliminate
(
) features each time when the number of features in
if
,
feature subset is large. We choose
if
, and
if
.
The goodness of a gene subset is usually assessed by the
performance of a classifier built on the training set with only
features in the subset as input variables. As the features selected matters more than the classification algorithm used [9],
different feature selection methods are compared with the same
classification algorithm. Linear algorithms are commonly used
in cancer classification with gene expression data. In this study,
linear SVM is chosen as the classification algorithm.
Validation error on test set is usually used to assess the performance of a classifier. However, the training and test sets of our
gene expression data are small and the test error may not be reliable due to possible “unfortunate” partition of the training and
test sets. Thus, instead of reporting such a test error from one
partition of training and test sets, we do as follows: we merge
the training set and test set and then partition the total samples
again into a training set and a test set randomly by stratified
sampling, for 100 times; for each partition, we train a classifier
on the training set and then test it on the corresponding test set;
from this 100 trials, we compute the averages of test error, sensitivity, and specificity.
In our study, on each dataset, the gene selection procedure
is carried out solely on the training set. The goodness of a
feature subset is examined by the performance of a linear SVM
classifier trained with features in the subset as input variables.
For each method, we test feature subsets with size ranging
from 1 to 200. In Figs. 1–4, we plot the average test errors of
linear SVM classifiers on gene subsets selected respectively
by SVM-RFE and MSVM-RFE, on the four datasets. We take
the feature subset with the least average test error as the best
feature subset and report the performance of the best feature
subset of each gene selection method in Table II.
SVMs are capable of dealing with a large number of input
variables with a slight increase in computation complexity. To
see if feature selection improves the performance of SVMs, we
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Fig. 1. Performance of feature subsets selected by SVM-RFE and
MSVM-RFE, on Breast dataset. The performance of the best feature subset
selected by each methods is denoted by “+.”

Fig. 3. Performance of feature subsets selected by SVM-RFE and
MSVM-RFE, on Leukemia dataset. The performance of the best feature
subset selected by each method is denoted by “+.”

Fig. 2. Performance of feature subsets selected by SVM-RFE and
MSVM-RFE, on Colon dataset. The performance of the best feature subset
selected by each method is denoted by “+.”

Fig. 4. Performance of feature subsets selected by SVM-RFE and
MSVM-RFE, on Lung dataset. The performance of the best feature subset
selected by each method is denoted by “+.”

also train and test linear SVMs with full number of genes as
input variables, on the same 100 random partitions of training
and test sets. The performance of SVM with full number of
genes on four datasets are reported in Table II, together with the
performance of SVM with gene feature selection by SVM-RFE
and MSVM-RFE.
From Figs. 1–4 and Table II we can see that, on Breast, Colon,
and Leukemia datasets, the best feature subsets selected by
MSVM-RFE give better classification accuracy than the best
feature subsets selected by SVM-RFE. On Lung dataset, the best
feature subsets of the both methods achieve same perfect classification accuracy. At the best feature subsets of SVM-RFE and
MSVM-RFE, good sensitivity and specificity are also attained.
The experiment results in Table II also show that, even for
SVMs, which are capable of handling a large number of input

variables, the classification performance is improved significantly with gene selection either by SVM-RFE or MSVM-RFE
on all the datasets.
B. Gene Ontology (GO)-Based Similarity Analysis of Selected
Genes
The GO [16] is one of the most important knowledge resources within the bioinformatics community, which provides a
structured and controlled vocabulary to annotate genes and gene
products. It comprises three hierarchies, sometimes referred to
as taxonomies or “aspects,” that respectively hold terms describing the molecular function (MF), biological process (BP),
and cellular component (CC). The vocabularies (one for each
ontology) and their relationships are represented in the form of
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), where the terms are represented
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF SVMS WITHOUT AND WITH FEATURE SELECTION BY
SVM-RFE AND MSVM-RFE. VALUES OF TEST ERROR, SENSITIVITY, AND
SPECIFICITY ARE ALL IN PERCENTAGES

TABLE III
AVERAGE SIMILARITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF BEST GENE SUBSETS SELECTED
BY SVM-RFE AND MSVM-RFE, ON BREAST DATASET. A TOTAL OF 76 HUGO
SYMBOLS (2850 GENE PAIRS) AND 144 HUGO SYMBOLS (10 299 GENE
PAIRS) ARE ANALYZED, RESPECTIVELY, FOR SVM-RFE AND MSVM-RFE

TABLE IV
AVERAGE SIMILARITY ANDDISTRIBUTION OF BEST GENE SUBSETS SELECTED
BY SVM-RFE AND MSVM-RFE, ON COLON DATASET. A TOTAL OF 5 HUGO
SYMBOLS (10 GENE PAIRS) AND 2 HUGO SYMBOLS (1 GENE PAIRS) ARE
ANALYZED, RESPECTIVELY, FOR SVM-RFE AND MSVM-RFE

as nodes and connected by relationships represented as edges. In
such a hierarchy each term may represent a “child node” of one
or more “parent nodes” and the child-to-parent relationship is
of two types: “is-a” and “part-of.” By providing a framework to
store different repositories using the same standard vocabulary,
the GO may facilitate information querying across the databases
and several applications for supporting predictive data analysis
in functional genomics.
A recent study confirmed that, in general, high and low
GO-based similarity values are associated with high and low
expression correlation values, respectively [17]. Gene selection
algorithms typically aim to identify genes that are less correlated to each other so as to reduce the redundancy and maximize
the information content. Moreover, functional diversity may be
an indicator of the quality of the set of genes selected. Thus,
relationships between GO-based similarity and gene expression
correlation may offer a new approach to assessing the relevance of a set of genes selected. Such an assessment may be
implemented by analyzing the pairs of GO-based similarities
calculated for a selected set of genes.
Several information content-based measures have been proposed [18]–[20], which can be applied to GO-based similarity
estimation. In this paper, we report results using the similarity
measure proposed by Lin [20], which has shown to be an effective indicator of GO-based functional similarity [17]. Let be
the set of terms in GO; for each term
, let
be the
probability of finding a child of in the taxonomy; let
be the set of parent terms shared by terms and . Lin’s similarity measure is defined as
(7)
The value of Lin’s similarity measure varies between zero and
one. The measure described in (7) estimates the similarity between a pair of GO terms. For a set of GO terms, we can

measure the similarity of terms within this set by, for instance,
unique pairs of terms
averaging the similarities of the
(8)

is computed using (7). The similarity of a pair of
where
genes may be then computed as the average similarity between
terms originating from the two genes as described in [17].
Based on the February 2004 GO Annotation@EBI (GOA) release, we studied the functional similarity exhibited by pairs of
genes within the subsets selected by SVM-RFE and MSVMRFE, on the three datasets (except for Lung dataset, where we
cannot find the gene names from the data source). Genes having
no Human Genome Organization1 (HUGO) symbol2 were excluded from this analysis. The average similarity measured by
(8) and the similarity distribution over all the gene pairs are
reported in Tables III–V. GO-based similarity values were obtained using annotations from the three GO hierarchies: MF, BP,
and CC.
As seen from Tables III–V, the average GO-based similarities
of all selected gene subsets on all the datasets are low in all the
three aspects of GO; the distribution analyses also show that the
similarities of most gene pairs in the gene sets are located to the
very lower end; on all the datasets and in the three aspects of
GO, average similarities of genes selected by MSVM-RFE are
even lower than those of genes selected by SVM-RFE.
1[Online.]

Available: http://www.hugo-international.org/
to the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee Web site for HUGO
gene nomenclature. [Online.] Available: http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/nomenclature/index.html
2Refer
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TABLE V
AVERAGE SIMILARITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF BEST GENE SUBSETS SELECTED
BY SVM-RFE AND MSVM-RFE, ON LEUKEMIA DATASET. A TOTAL OF 92
HUGO SYMBOLS (4186 GENE PAIRS) AND 37 HUGO SYMBOLS (666 GENE
PAIRS) ARE ANALYZED, RESPECTIVELY, FOR SVM-RFE AND MSVM-RFE

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As seen in Table II and Figs. 1–4, the performance of
MSVM-RFE is better than or comparable to SVM-RFE. It is
also noted from Table II that, with feature selection either by
SVM-RFE or MSVM-RFE, SVM shows better performance
on all datasets. This observation further testifies the usefulness
and importance of the gene selection for cancer classification
with expression data.
Although the multiple linear SVMs for MSVM-RFE in our
numerical study are from multiple runs of -fold CV, we believe multiple SVMs trained on subsamples from bootstrap or
other resampling methods will also work well under the same
framework of MSVM-RFE.
From Table II, we observe that the standard deviations of performance measures (test error, sensitivity, and specificity) over
the 100 times of training and testing are usually large. This implies that the variability of results from one single test is large,
and such test results thus are not fair performance references due
to possible “unfortunate” partition. When the data size is small,
the chance of an unfortunate partition is high. For gene expression data, mean-standard-deviation format of performance measurement from multiple partitions of training and test sets can
be a fairer reference of performance quality.
The results from the GO-based similarity analysis in Tables III–V show low similarities among the selected gene set.
The similarity of most pairs of genes are also low, which is an
indicator of functional diversity. Moreover, as low GO-based
similarity typically implies low gene expression correlation,
the low average similarity shown may also be associated with a
low degree of (annotation- and expression-based) redundancy
among the selected genes. The low similarity values among
the genes selected by MSVM-RFE may in a way explain the
better performance of MSVM-RFE over SVM-RFE. Such a
GO-based similarity assessment analysis provides us with an
alternative way to assess the relevance of the gene subsets
derived from a gene selection procedure.
As we mentioned earlier, the use of CV instead of bootstrap
sampling as the resampling method explores the possibility to
determine the best feature subset within the recursive procedure
of MSVM-RFE on the basis of the generalization error estimate
from multiple runs of -fold CV. This generalization error estimate could have a very poor correlation with average test error
from the 100 times of training and testing, which is taken by us
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as the “true” error estimate. The poor generalization error estimation of multiple runs of -fold CV is due to the small sizes of
training sets of the gene expression datasets used in our study.
We conclude that: 1) the proposed MSVM-RFE method can
select better gene subsets than SVM-RFE and improve the
cancer classification accuracy; 2) gene selection also improves
the performance of SVMs and is a necessary step for cancer
classification with gene expression data; and 3) GO-based
similarity values of pairs of genes belonging to subsets selected
by MSVM-RFE are significantly low, which may be seen as
an indicator of functional diversity (or redundancy reduction).
This further supports our hypothesis that MSVM-RFE is a
powerful and meaningful approach to gene selection in cancer
classification. In addition, the mean-standard-deviation format
of performance report from multiple partitions of training
and test sets is recommended as a more accurate reference of
performance for cancer classification with gene expression data
when the number of available data samples is small.
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